
Handling Stress in the Workplace
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Looking at many surveys’ results, it is undeniable that a lasting exposure to repetitive stress has damaging consequences for the individual, ranging from psychological
damages (depression, anxiety disorders…), to behavioural consequences (developing new addictions, aggressiveness, social withdrawal, decrease in certain cognitive
skills like decision-making…) and physical impacts (tensed muscles, insomnia, higher risk of cardiovascular trouble…). In the workplace, this also often translates in
absenteeism, lower engagement, decreased vigilance, loss of creativity, staff turnover… But what is stress? How to detect it? And how to prevent or cope efficiently?

One practical definition of stress (based on R. Lazarus work)
Stress can be defined as the subjective evaluation of a given situation based on the answers to 2 questions:

 Is the situation / event at stake a problem or a threat for me? (risk for the physical integrity, job loss, mismatch with personal values…)

 Do I have enough resources to face it? (inner resources or external resources)
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How to detect overstress?
 Know your current Emotional, Physical, Intellectual, Conceptual limits: know what you can/cannot do and what you want/don’t want to do

 Listen to your body signals (loss of appetite, tensed muscle, sleep troubles…) and use your Emotional Intelligence self-awareness to detect
negative emotions, unstable state of mind (upset, depressed, sad…) or unusual behaviours (aggressiveness, disengagement…)

 Try to detect the source of those signals in your environment: can any specific conditions, facts, situations be identified as root cause?
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How to cope with a lasting exposure to repetitive stress?
 Release pressure by taking some guilt free rest, try new extra-work activities, develop healthy life habits through regular physical exercise…

 Stay socially active by spending quality time with your family, friends and community

 Use your Emotional Intelligence personal competences (self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation) to reframe negative emotions into
constructive actions: 1) detect negative states 2) label them 3) accept them withholding judgment 4) transform them into positive actions

 Accept conditionally what you are asked to do or give a constructive no answer that should offer alternative or options to your solicitor.
Apply that to both the “boss in your head” by reviewing and adjusting your unrealistic self-expectations and others (manager, peers…)

 Step back: reassess regularly your situation and your self-concept. Which concrete actions can you take to get closer to your self-concept?

 Plan and Prepare your work activities, control your schedule. But be also ready to accept unexpected events by developing mental agility

 Build a “Personal Advisory Board” of trusted credible contacts who can listen, guide, challenge your thoughts or help to follow-up.

 Identify other useful external resources such as your company resources, external associations, medical experts, workshops and seminars…
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